
Report from the Blossom Picnic 

After several weeks of glorious weather, a cold front dampened the weather, but not the spirits, on 

our Blossom Picnic Day. 

Despite the early morning rain, 26 intrepid people stepped out at crack of dawn (well, 6am actually) to 

tour the orchards of Colwall, which were looking lovely this year.  The cherries were in full bloom, 

most of the pears were newly in blossom and the apple flowers were just unfurling their pink buds. 

Sadly the birds stayed out of the rain, and few were seen or heard, although the woodpeckers had left 

plenty of evidence of their activities as feeding and nesting holes in the old trees.  The party returned 

for a hearty, warming breakfast at the Chase Inn. 

 
Bug hunting in the orchard Anneliese Emmans Dean conducts a rhyming ramble 

Down in Broadwood Orchard, the cold weather also kept the bugs and beasties under cover.  Happily, 

the beady eyes of the children and Dr Key’s magic ‘bug sucker upper’ soon winkled them out of hiding, 

so there was plenty to see and wonder at.    

 
Writing Renga verses at the Blossom Picnic Lily, Anneliese and Matilda hang poems on the Renga tree 

The ’Bard with the Buzz’, Anneliese Emmans Dean had an inspiring rhyme for everything.   She got the 

children jumping like frogs and making haiku caterpillars, as well as bringing out the poets in the 

grown-ups 

 



 
Even the grown-ups get inspired to join in Our ‘resident village bard’ pens his verses 

 

So our Renga tree was soon laden with verses fluttering amongst the cherry blossom.   

 
Our Renga tree with poems Verse by Matilda (age 5) 

 

In all about 100 people joined us over the course of the day, braving the chill winds to enjoy the 

orchards (and our lovely cakes and muffins).   

 

Helen Stace 

Acknowledgement:  Many thanks to Freda Ballard for allowing us into her orchard (and lending us a 

camping stove to heat the water when our generator couldn’t heat up our tea urn!), to the many 

volunteers who continue to support the Colwall Orchard Group and to the National Trust for funding 

this event from their  ‘Conserving and Enhancing our Traditional Orchards’ fund . 

 


